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Brief note: A Soros-funded Grinch tried to steal Revolver this Christmas but was thwarted thanks to you, The
People. We are grateful and fortunate to be supported by YOU, our generous readership. Subscribers and
Donors help us weather any cancel culture storm. Buy a Subscription for yourself and for your friends and family
if you haven’t yet, and if you are able and willing to give more give more, don’t hesitate to make a recurring
monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit helps. You can also now easily give the gift of a Revolver
ad-free Subscription. Simply go to the Subscribe page and check the “gift” option. Don’t be a Scrooge and make it
an annual subscription.
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Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH™
@P_McCulloughMD · Follow

Prepandemic myocarditis 4 cases/million/yr. Now 
with administered products 25,000 cases/million on 
shot 2 or 3.  I cite the data. Unacceptable. 
#courageousdiscourse @EpochTimes @JanJekielek 
@DrAseemMalhotra @AAPSonline @twc_health 
@dramerling @HGessling @stkirsch @BrianLenzkes

Watch on Twitter

7:00 AM · Dec 19, 2022
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The scientific establishment is not capable of dealing with this information, which is why they will ignore it and
delay as long as possible. SCIENCE!

Turns out this vaxx is just as bad for the old as it is for the young, as we suspected. More from Dr. McCullough:
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Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH™
@P_McCulloughMD · Follow

Explosion of blood clots in my clinical practice over 
the past two years since their market launch.  From 
the early trials to the published literature, the signal 
is very clear.  Strong rationale to pull products from 
market.  @DrAseemMalhotra @EpochTimes

Epoch Times:

Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine has been linked to blood clotting in older individuals, according to the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

FDA researchers, crunching data from a database of elderly persons in the United States, found that
pulmonary embolism—blood clotting that forms in the body and winds up blocking blood flow in the
lungs—met the initial threshold for a statistical signal and continued meeting the criteria after a more
in-depth evaluation.

Three other outcomes of interest—a lack of oxygen to the heart, a blood platelet disorder called
immune thrombocytopenia, and another type of clotting called intravascular coagulation—initially
raised red flags, researchers said. More in-depth evaluations, such as comparisons with populations
who received influenza vaccines, showed those three as no longer meeting the statistical threshold for
a signal.

Researchers looked at data covering 17.4 million elderly Americans who received a total of 34.6
million vaccine doses between Dec. 10, 2020, and Jan. 16, 2022.

The study was published by the journal Vaccine on Dec. 1.
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Wait for it…

The FDA said it wasn’t taking any action on the results because they don’t prove the vaccines cause
any of the four outcomes, and because the findings “are still under investigation and require more
robust study.”
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Uh-huh.

Read the rest from Epoch…

This is all criminal level stuff. Scott Atlas:

Martin Kulldorff
@MartinKulldorff · Follow

"When correct science policy is blocked, people die, 
and people died from the censorship." 
- Dr Scott Atlas, talking to @EvaSailEast 
@EpochTimes

theepochtimes.com
Twitter Censorship Contributed to Destructive Pandemic Policie…
The recently revealed censorship that has plagued Twitter in 
recent years is “criminal,” according to former White House ...

1:11 PM · Dec 16, 2022

1.4K Reply Share

Read 37 replies

Epoch Times:

The recently revealed censorship that has plagued Twitter in recent years is “criminal,” according to
former White House COVID adviser Dr. Scott Atlas, as it allowed “lies to be imposed on the public”
during a pandemic that wrought untold damage worldwide.

“When correct science policy is blocked, people die, and people died from the censorship,” Atlas, a
special coronavirus adviser during the Trump administration and contributor to The Epoch Times, said
in an interview.
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Atlas was speaking days after Elon Musk, the new owner of Twitter, released troves of internal files
showing how the previous Twitter team built a blacklist to limit disfavored tweets’ visibility without
the knowledge of those using the platform. Among those flagged was Dr. Jay Bhattacharya of
Stanford, whose tweet criticizing pandemic lockdowns shortly after joining the platform last August
got him on the “trends blacklist” preventing the amplification of his tweets.

But such revelations, Atlas said, are “only the tip of the iceberg.”

“There’s a far larger story here that we need to hear,” he said, which he considers “far more nefarious
and more systemic than isolated tweets being pulled down.”

“This seems to be criminal behavior, and I think it needs to be investigated in the courts,” he said.
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Dwight 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 6 hours ago

Several years ago there was a scare concerning lettuce. A few people got sick and as a result
hundreds of thousands of pounds of lettuce were destroyed. The jab has killed millions and
continues to do so and it is still being pushed on us.
I guess there was not enough money in lettuce.

 3  0

PaulieWalnuts

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 3 hours ago

Ive said this jab was poison from the start. I said that information was being held from the public
via social media bans to outright lies from govt and health o�cials. I was labeled a crazy
conspiracy theorist and banned multiple times from multiple platforms.
Its nice to know i was right all along
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Lord Momus III − ⚑

⏲ 3 hours ago
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For All the Leftists that push the jab on unsuspecting innocents…… keep getting Yours!
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jabo54
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− ⚑

⏲ 6 hours ago

There is no doubt there was a concerted planned effort to release a concoction that would cause
many unexplained deaths, now the facts are coming out and the scienti�c and medical
communities who speak out are censored and facts are not allowed to spread, a massive cover up
is in the works. Yet the shots are still being pushed by the same groups that made the vaccines
and this IMPOSTOR CRIMINAL government plus the CDC, NIH and the AMA. How many will die
from these vaccines before they are stopped?
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Deez Nuts 
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⏲ 35 minutes ago

Its bizarre to watch. Plainly CRIMINAL actions by seated authorities in collusion with various
corporations and its all being aired out without ANY ACTUAL ACCOUNTABILITY for the harm
caused, being applied.

DISOBEY UNACCOUNTABLE AUTHORITIES!
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Deez Nuts  − ⚑> Deez Nuts
⏲ 34 minutes ago

They're showing the american public they can do whatever the hell they want and
Americans have to bend over and take it. If this isn't an intentional march towards civil
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war, I don't know what is!

I guess we'll see if they get their way or if the american public is able to produce
accountability!
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The CDC and the government knew without question that the greatest comorbidity for COVID was
age followed by obesity. It is unconscionable that the government refused to mount a campaign
for people to exercise, eat healthy and lose weight as the number one effort to combat COVID. It
would cost virtually nothing and have had bene�cial effects far beyond COVID and yet they
refused because it was not the vaccine and pushing the exercise and eating healthy idea would be
"fat shaming". Really!? They also knew from high school biology the vaccine would cause the body
to target one protein in the virus while natural immunity would target all 29 proteins and yet they
maintained the vaccine immunity to be superior to natural immunity. Again, really!? Since a
mutation in only one protein is required for the virus to become resistant to the vaccine, is it any
wonder why vaccine receiving patients have become incubators for new variants? For COVID to
become resistant to natural immunity it would require mutations in nearly all 29 proteins.

This raises two questions. First, the above information is high school level biology that mot
everyone should know and yet most everyone conveniently forgot it all in order to blindly follow
the government "recommendations". To me and my family the above information was a screaming
loud signal that the vaccine was all wrong so none of us took the vaccine. As time went by we
received even more signals stating how the vaccine was wrong, how censorship showed the
government was lying, and indicating our decision to be correct. How have we as a population
become so docile, so naively believing that we now question nothing? The second issue is our
government knew all of this and yet chose to follow the money into their pockets while not caring
a whit about the people they were injuring. How much contrary data did P�zer and others ignore to
push this lucrative vaccine? Clearly, we cannot trust any leader that helped push or enable the
vaccine nor should we allow them to remain in o�ce. In fact we should consider crimes against
humanity charges for them.
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Investigated?...
That'll never happen...
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